








Mr. DeSart said the report's summary concluded that continuing education does not protect the public's 

health and safety nor is it necessary to remain licensed in Colorado. He said that from his perspective 

continuing education is a mixed bag at best. He said that staying active and engaged in one's profession is 

good, but whether it makes one a better engineer and protects the public is debatable. 

Mr. De Sa rt added that he has spoken with many people and most believe that continuing education is a 

waste of time and money. 

Chairman La Riviere said it is important for professionals to keep up with technology, especially for surveying, 

and he would hate to see the Board go backward by not requiring continuing education. He said it is his 

opinion to keep things as is. 

Ms. Mamola said there are only 13 states that do not require continuing education. She said she spoke with 

the director of the Colorado Board who informed that the Department of Regulatory Agencies relied heavily 

on the professional societies in Colorado to provide input on whether continuing education should be 

mandatory. The director indicated that the professional societies did not do a very good job in presenting 

their case. 

Ms. Mamola also said that part of the mutual recognition agreement's requirement for a person being listed 

on an international register is that a country's licensing process must be vetted based on equivalent 

competencies and lifelong learning via professional development hours (PDHs). She said the Board would be 

doing its Nevada licensees a disservice by removing the requirement for PDHs if the Board is interested in 

having mobility with other states and countries. 

Mr. Wright said that professional development is a natural part of staying in business. He said that personally 

he thinks much of the professional development required to comply with licensing regulations is a waste of 

time and money. However, he said it may be a benefit to engineers not in private practice or who work in 

certain areas that he does not. 

Mr. Calahan said he sees the issue both ways. He said that continuing education is a good way to keep up 

with technology and be in competition to produce a good product. He added that it is important to have the 

continuing education requirement in terms of encouraging licensing mobility. 

Mr. Anderson said he has seen no use in continuing education. He said he has learned a lot since college, but 

it is due to self-motivation and his desire to be a good engineer. He said that he does not need the state to 

require continue education in order to be a good engineer. 

Vice Chairman Purcell said she thinks additional education gives one the opportunity to learn and grow. She 

said it is important to have continuing education and it is an important part of licensure She said she feels 

strongly that the Board should not step backwards. 

Mr. Cranor said he does not see why the Board would change, since the requirement for continuing education 

is in the statutes. He said it might not be beneficial for those present, but it is beneficial in general. 

Ms. Larkin-Thomason said continuing education is a mixed bag but she has no issue with keeping it. She said 

she finds it is helpful in that she picks up a lot of ideas from other states at conferences. She said that one 

also gets out of continuing education what one puts into it. 
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Appendix "A"



September 2017 Initial

ABREVLNAME FNAMEINT COMMENTS

CEBaca TysonJ. BOARD APPROVED;

CEde los Santos Lexido BOARD APPROVED;

CEFarshidi Faramarz BOARD APPROVED;

CEFriedman BillE. BOARD APPROVED;

CEGibson Sharla BOARD APPROVED;

CEHutchinson DavidM. BOARD APPROVED;

CEMcAdams ClintonK. BOARD APPROVED;

CEMcLandrich Paul BOARD APPROVED;
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Appendix "B"



ABREVLNAME FNAMEINT COMMENTS

CEMulepati Sanjib DENY WAIVER; NEED 2YRS 
SUPERVISION UNDER PE;

CENorfleet Justin BOARD APPROVED;

CEPiratheepan Murugaiyah BOARD APPROVED;

CEReynolds JamesG. BOARD APPROVED;

CERoen PhillipC. BOARD APPROVED;

CEScobey JohnC. BOARD APPROVED;

CESharma Ravi BOARD APPROVED;

CESherman RyanJ. BOARD APPROVED;
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ABREVLNAME FNAMEINT COMMENTS

CESoleta TanyaP. BOARD APPROVED;

CEYork Kelby BOARD APPROVED;

EEHutchins Ben BOARD APPROVED;

ENVEBottenberg BrettC. BOARD APPROVED;

INDEKirpes CarlJ. BOARD APPROVED;

MECarroll MatthewS. BOARD APPROVED;

MEEspinoza DennisK. BOARD APPROVED;

MEReimbayev MahsudR. BOARD APPROVED;
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